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Copiague Public Schools
Mission Statement

Within the culturally and ethnically diverse community that is Copiague, the public
schools occupy a unique position. It is our responsibility, in partnership with parents and
the community, to enable every student to reach high levels of individual achievement, to
acquire the sophisticated skills necessary for life and work, and to become informed,
concerned citizens of a rapidly changing, interdependent society.

Principal’s Message

The Course Offerings Guide describes the Walter G. O’Connell Copiague High School
academic program as well as New York State graduation requirements. Students should
read this guide carefully and consult with their counselors, teachers, and parents prior to
making scheduling decisions. It is highly recommended that parents discuss options with
counselors before final decisions are made.

It is important that students and parents recognize that the educational planning decisions
made during high school may have a significant bearing on their future. In order to make
important decisions about their high school program, students must consider their
immediate plans and abilities, graduation requirements, information about courses and
programs, and their commitment to learning.

We are committed to the annual practice of evaluating our course offerings and
modifying our academic program based on the needs and interests of our student body.
As such, the Course Offerings Guide is updated often. It is important that you revisit this
document annually with special attention to pre-requisites and new course opportunities.
Prerequisites are designed to ensure the academic success of our students. Compliance
with the prerequisite guidelines is required. Exceptions can only be made with the
permission of the Building Principal. In addition, it is important to understand that our
academic program is built around student course requests. Only courses with sufficient
enrollment can be offered.

By working together, we can ensure that a meaningful and challenging academic program
for each student will be achieved. We encourage all our students to take full advantage of
our outstanding programs and course offerings.
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***Please note that adjustments have been made to NYS Regents exam requirements as a result of the COVID
pandemic. More information can be found here:
http://www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/programs/curriculum-instruction/exemptionflyer.pdf

http://www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/programs/curriculum-instruction/exemptionflyer.pdf
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To access the above NYSED publication on graduation requirements, visit:
http://www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/programs/curriculum-instruction/dipreqflyer.pdf
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To access the above NYSED publication on additional graduation options, visit:
http://www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/programs/curriculum-instruction/additionaloptionsgradreqflyer.pdf
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Selecting Your Program
Teachers of academic courses will recommend the next grade level course placement. A change in course level
(Regents to Honors or Vice Versa) may be recommended by the current academic teacher, who will notify the
parent. Counselors will meet with students to schedule their courses for the following academic year. At this
meeting, the counselor will review course selections and level changes (if any) as well as elective options.
Course selections should be made with great care. Course requests will be tabulated, and students will be
informed by the counselor of the courses that cannot be offered because of insufficient enrollment. Please be
reminded that the range of available course offerings is contingent upon sufficient enrollment during the
academic year. If a course cannot be offered, students will be enrolled in an alternate selection whenever
possible. Students and their parents will be mailed a verification of the student’s course selections during the
Spring Semester of the previous school year. Adjustments to course requests may be made at that time by
contacting the guidance counselor. A final student schedule will be mailed home a week before school opening.
Program adjustments can be made during the appointed times during the last week in August, prior to the
opening of school. Students in grades nine through eleven are encouraged to select a full academic program of
7.0 credits in addition to physical education each year. Seniors are encouraged to take 6.0 credits plus physical
education. This includes required and elective coursework.

Program Change Requirements
All students are expected to choose courses carefully during the course selection process. Schedules are planned
according to student requests and availability. As such, students are expected to abide by their choices.
In order to process a change students must:
➢ Schedule an appointment with their counselor during the add/drop period or during a free period.
➢ Complete a change form which requires a parent signature.
➢ Choose a substitute course for each dropped course whenever possible.

Final approval of change is contingent upon the following:
➢ The proposed change does not jeopardize graduation.
➢ Approval of the teacher, counselor, chairperson, and assistant principal.

*Course level changes are based on academic concerns that are recommended by the teacher, chairperson and/or
counselor.

Withdrawal Policy
It is important to note that withdrawing from courses that are selected by students, confirmed by parents, and
recommended and approved by appropriate staff and counselor is discouraged. Unless there is an error in
scheduling, students will not be permitted to withdraw from any class until 5 full weeks of attendance has
passed. If the withdrawal occurs by the close of the first marking period of a full year course, no penalty is
imposed, and the course is not indicated on the permanent record. When the withdrawal occurs after the
conclusion of the first marking period of a full year course (after the conclusion of a 5-week period for a half
year course), and the student has a cumulative passing grade at the time of the withdrawal, a “withdraw
passing” (WP) may be indicated on the report card and the permanent record. If the student has a cumulative
failing grade at the time of the withdrawal, a “withdraw failing” (WF) may be indicated on the report card and
the permanent record. Students are not permitted to drop a full year course beyond the last day of the
second quarter. Students who choose not to attend a full year course after the third quarter begins will
receive a grade of 50 for that class and it will be noted on the report card and transcript. Half year classes
cannot be dropped beyond the first quarter of the course. Students who choose not to attend class after
the second quarter will receive a grade of 50 which will be noted on the report card and transcript.
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NCAA
Not all high school classes count as NCAA core courses and only classes in English, math (Algebra 1 or
higher), natural or physical science, social science, or foreign language may be approved as NCAA core
courses. WGOCHS courses approved by the NCAA will be noted with the blue NCAA logo.

Advanced Placement/AP
The AP curriculum is the highest-level curriculum a student can be involved in during his/her high school
career. Based on the curriculum designed by the College Board, students are prepared to take the AP test in
May. Depending upon the score received on the test and the policy of the college attended, students may
receive college credit and/or advanced standing. The AP program is designed to challenge students who have
distinguished themselves by their interest and ability in academics. This interest and ability is manifested by the
student’s willingness to learn and participate in college level courses. The curriculum of these college level
courses is established to meet the standards of AP course descriptions. In order to achieve these standards, it
will be necessary for the successful student to:

Read and study at a university level
Participate in a wide variety of classroom activities
Participate in programs beyond the normal school day

To meet such rigorous academic challenges, it is necessary for students to:
Complete required summer assignments in a timely manner
Complete all projects and class assignments
Maintain a high rate of attendance

Since the greatest challenge of the AP course is the examination given by the College Board, all students are
required to take the AP exam. It is a course requirement! In the event that a student does not sit for the
examination, the AP designation will be downgraded to an Honors classification.

Honors Program
The district has initiated the development of an honors program for grades 9 through 12, in the areas of English,
Social Studies, Math, Science, and LOTE.
➢ To provide enriched experiences for the student capable of high performance; enrichment being defined

as experiences which supplement and extend learning.
➢ To help students develop their intellectual and creative abilities through challenging instructional

activities.
➢ To help students become more independent and effective learners, capable of undertaking research

projects.
➢ To develop in students a sense of intellectual freedom and responsibility for their own education, while

nurturing an inner respect for and a love of learning.
➢ To develop a students’ ability for expression in a variety of ways and encourage participation in

co-curricular activities, as well as community service projects.
➢ To encourage the ability for self-appraisal and identification of special abilities and interest in the areas

of leadership, citizenship, technology, and problem-solving.

Students will be considered for the program on the basis of the following criteria: academic achievement in
subject area, standardized test scores, teacher recommendations, and appropriate ability test scores. Honors
placement, however, must be earned every year. Listed below are the minimum requirements to earn an honors
placement in any subjects which offers an honors course.
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Grade 10H

A final course average of at least 85% in grade 9 Honors program.
A Regents exam score which supports honors placement (where applicable).
Recommendation from both the teacher and the guidance counselor.
Parental approval for honors placement.

Grade 11H
A final course average of at least 85% in grade 10 Honors program.
A Regents exam score which supports honors placement (where applicable).
Recommendation from both the teacher and the guidance counselor.
Parental approval for honors placement.

Grade 12H
A final course average of at least 85% in grade 11 Honors program.
A Regents exam score which supports honors placement (where applicable).
Recommendation from both the teacher and the guidance counselor.
Parental approval for honors placement.

It is not necessary for a student to take honors courses in all academic areas. In fact, the increased expectations
for student performance indicate that it would be the rare individual who would be scheduled for honors courses
in all academic areas.

The enrichment experience in honors courses will focus on research, individual projects, problem-solving,
thinking skills, and evaluative procedures infused into the accelerated curriculum.

Weighted Grade-Point Average System
The District has an approval system for weighting the final averages in honors classes. The main purpose of
adopting the differential weighting of courses for computing grade-point average is to more fairly assess student
achievement. A weighting factor of 1.05 will be multiplied to the final grade of an honors course to arrive at
the weighted final grade and a weighting factor of 1.15 will be applied to the final grade of an Advanced
Placement course. These grades, along with all the grades through six semesters of school, excluding physical
education grades and Pass/Fail grades will be used in determining the class rank of students.

High School Courses for College Credit
Walter G. O’Connell Copiague High School provides students an opportunity to take college courses and earn
college credits while learning in the high school environment. All courses listed carry credit which may be
applicable toward a degree at other colleges and universities. Applications with registration instructions will be
distributed through the classroom teachers. In the event that a student chooses to withdraw from a course, they
must follow the deadlines and withdrawal procedures established by the credit-granting institution. Please
realize that there will be no financial reimbursement by the college or university if this occurs. To receive
college credit for dual-enrolled classes taken at Walter G. O’Connell Copiague High School, students must
request transcripts directly from the Registrar’s Office of the college or university granting credit.
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Recommended Courses of Study
The following sample programs should be used as a guide to assist you in the course selection process.

Grade 9 - Sample Program Grade 10 - Sample Program

English I English II

Global History I Global History II

Algebra or Geometry Geometry

Earth Science (plus lab) Living Environment (plus lab)

Language Other Than English (Italian or Spanish) Language Other Than English (Italian or Spanish)

Physical Education Physical Education

Elective Health

Art or Music Elective

Grade 11 - Sample Programs

High School BOCES- Technical Program

English III Wilson Tech (½ day)

U.S. History & Government High School

Algebra 2 English III

Chemistry (plus lab) U.S. History & Government

Language Other Than English (Italian or Spanish) Third Year of Math

Physical Education Science

Elective Physical Education

Grade 12 - Sample Programs

High School BOCES- Technical Program

English IV Wilson Tech (½ day)

Economics/Participation in Government English IV

Pre-Calculus Economics/Participation in Government

Physics (Plus lab) Physical Education

Language Other Than English (Italian or Spanish)

Physical Education

Elective
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Registration Procedures Per College/University Partner:

SUNY Farmingdale State College- You may review the registration process for a SUNY
Farmingdale course through the below link:
SUNY Farmingdale University in the High School Registration Procedures

St. Joseph’s University- You may register for a St. Joseph’s College course through the
paperwork provided in class. Check or money order will also be collected for tuition fees. For
more information:
St. Joseph's College High School Partnership

Stony Brook University- You may register for the ACE program using the link below. For any
questions or help with the application process, please email
highschoolprograms@stonybrook.edu.
Stony Brook ACE Program Information

Suffolk County Community College- You may register for a Suffolk Community College
course through the below link:
Suffolk Beacon Program Registration Procedures

Obtaining College Credits Upon Graduation and Matriculation into a College/University:
*Students requesting college course transcripts should proceed using the following paths:

SUNY Farmingdale State College- You may request your SUNY Farmingdale transcript
through the below link:
SUNY Farmingdale Transcript Request

St. Joseph’s University- You may request your St. Joseph’s College transcript through the
below link:
St. Joseph's Transcript Request

Stony Brook University- Please visit Frequently Asked Questions | Accelerated College
Education (ACE) and click on “How do I get my grades and/or transcript?” for a detailed
explanation of the process. Once you have reviewed the directions, you may request your Stony
Brook University transcript through the below link:
Stony Brook Transcript Request

Suffolk County Community College- You may request your Suffolk Community College
transcript through the below link:
SCCC Transcript Request

https://www.farmingdale.edu/university-in-the-high-school/uhs_registration_instructions.shtml
https://www.sjny.edu/long-island/admissions/high-school-bridge-program
mailto:highschoolprograms@stonybrook.edu
https://www.stonybrook.edu/commcms/ace/applyout.php
https://www.sunysuffolk.edu/explore-academics/college-for-high-school-students/beacon-program/beacon-portal-registration-instructions/index.jsp
https://www.farmingdale.edu/registrar/transcripts.shtml
https://www.sjny.edu/long-island/official-transcript
https://www.stonybrook.edu/commcms/ace/faq.php
https://www.stonybrook.edu/commcms/ace/faq.php
http://www.stonybrook.edu/commcms/registrar/transcripts/ordertranscript.php?accordion=undefined
https://www.sunysuffolk.edu/current-students/registrar/official-transcript.jsp
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Course Offerings:
Studio in Art (1 credit)
(Open to students in grades 9-12)
This one-year foundation course is designed for students who plan to elect further courses in Art, and for those
desiring a broad, general background in the visual arts as part of their general education. The course offers a
wide variety of art experiences based upon the understanding, knowledge, appreciation, and application of the
fundamental elements and principles common to all Art structure.
Fulfills Fine Arts requirement for graduation

Studio Workshop (1 credit)
(Open to students in grades 9-12)
This foundation course is recommended for students with an interest in three-dimensional design. Though 2D
design will be incorporated, students will also design art forms using materials such as wood, plaster, wax, wire,
and clay. Students will explore cultural and historical art influences and its impact within their own work.
Fulfills Fine Arts requirement for graduation

Media Arts (1 credit)
(Open to students in grades 9-12)
Media Arts is an introduction to the basic tools, concepts, and techniques of graphic design. Students will be
given creative assignments that promote strong conceptual thinking and an understanding of the visual elements
and principles of art and design. The course creatively uses a variety of media including illustration,
typography, internet media, and computer and traditional art mediums. Students will create presentations and
projects working directly with computer art software, design websites and fine art material.
Fulfills Fine Arts requirement for graduation

Animation (1 credit)
This class exposes students to the range of traditional and digital techniques used in stop-motion, claymation,
2-D or 3-D computer animation. Students learn basic theory and mechanics behind animation, develop
observational and drawing skills and study the fundamental principles of character design, layout and
storyboarding. Through lectures, demonstrations and hands-on exercises, animation students learn squash and
stretch, follow-through, key framing and overlap techniques while creating their own short animation
projects.

Drawing and Painting I (1 credit)
This course offers students aesthetic and technical experiences in drawing and painting to gain an understanding
and appreciation for the art forms, acquire dexterity, sensitivity, mastery of techniques, control of media and the
knowledge to express one’s self through drawing and painting. Artists from the past and present as well as their
techniques and conceptual explorations will be surveyed.

Drawing and Painting II (1 credit)
This course is offered to add to and extend the knowledge acquired in Drawing and Painting I. The students
will be encouraged to experiment using an individual approach and to develop individual techniques in painting.

Graphic Arts (1 credit)
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Students will receive instruction in multiple industry standard graphic design programs and equipment.
Students will explore topics in image manipulation, photo correction, illustration, digital painting, print design
and careers in the arts. Students will participate in a range of projects that will lead them to mastery in several
creative concepts and technical skills.

Ceramics (1 credit)
This course acquaints students with recognizing and constructing utilitarian and non-utilitarian ceramics pieces
through examples and experimentation. Student’s will be exposed to cultural connections throughout ceramics
history, fundamental knowledge of tools and techniques, and exposure to artisans currently involved in the
ceramic process. This course will include a variety of pottery techniques and projects; slab method, coil method,
and hand building will all be explored. Upon completion of Ceramics, students will demonstrate a command of
vocabulary specific to the craft, correct use of glazes and kiln firing, and completed works ranging in simplistic
to intermediate ceramic pieces for functional and decorative use.

Ceramics II (1 credit)
This elective course builds on the foundation of Ceramics I and provides an in depth look at the properties of
clay, the potter’s wheel, and exploration of advanced hand-building techniques. Students will be creating both
functional pottery and nonfunctional sculpture. Students will continue to explore surface applications with glaze
techniques as well. Emphasis will be placed on individuality, creativity, and craftsmanship.

Digital Photography (1 credit)
Through the use of the digital camera, students will explore principles, techniques, application, and history of
photography. Students will also access photo manipulation software. Significance of photography and
curriculum will reflect the National Standards as well as everyday applications of advertising, fashion, and fine
art photography.

Independent Art Study (1 credit)
Only open to 12th grade students with teacher and department head recommendation
This course seeks to challenge individual students continuing with Fine Arts in college. Students will be
individually assessed and receive long term projects in mediums that may include, but are not limited to,
graphics, drawing, painting, manipulating various mediums, and study of significant historical influences and
styles. A large emphasis is put on the development of a portfolio. Students must have explored all available art
courses prior to requesting this course.

Sculpture (1 credit)
The philosophy behind the Sculpture course is to provide students with the greatest and fullest opportunities to
engage in the creation and the discovery of sculpture materials, techniques, and artists. This course is designed
for students to create 3D and 2D work. Various mediums including, but not limited to, wood, wax, clay, metal,
and mixed media are used to develop projects. Students will also be introduced to and critically analyze the
artwork of sculptors from different countries and cultures. Students will use their knowledge of form and
building techniques to expand upon their individual style, incorporate their own ideas, emotions, and beliefs
into their sculptures to ultimately create work that is expressive and individualized.
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Bilingual / ENL Program
Department Objectives

Bilingual Program:
This program is geared toward meeting the educational needs of Spanish-speaking students learning English as
a new language. Instruction is provided in the student’s native language and English. As a mandate of
enrollment in the Bilingual program, students must be enrolled in a Spanish Language Arts class.

English as a New Language (ENL):
ENL is offered to all students learning English as a new language. Coursework is offered at five levels –
Entering, Emerging, Transitioning, Expanding and Commanding– with emphasis on the functional skills of
speaking, listening, reading and writing in the English language. The students in the ESL program test into the
program based on the results of the New York State Identification Test for English Language Learners
(NYSITELL) and exit the program based on obtaining a proficiency level in the New York State English as a
Second Language Achievement Test (NYSESLAT), which is given every spring. Upon successful completion
of each course, students will receive credit for English. During ensuing years, the student must successfully
complete the remaining requirements of English as outlined in the English sections of this Curriculum Guide.

Course Offerings

ENL Entering (3 credits)
This course is geared toward students who are encountering English for the first time. This course focuses on
transitioning students from speaking little to no English to integrating basic words and phrases. Students are
given intensive support in advancing their social and academic language knowledge. This course is given as a
triple period class.

ENL Emerging (2 credits)
This course is geared toward students who have developed enough English to integrate words and basic
sentence patterns allowing for increased communication in English. Students are given consistent support in
advancing their social and academic language knowledge. This course is given as a double period class.

ENL Transitioning (2 credits)
This course is geared toward students who have gained basic knowledge of academic words, phrases, and
sentences in English. Students are given frequent support in advancing their academic language knowledge.
This course is given as a single period class.

ENL Expanding (2 credits)
This course is geared toward students who have gained foundational academic language in English. Students
are given periodic targeted and specific support to advance their academic language knowledge. A large part of
this course focuses on English Regents preparation. This course is given as a single period class.
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ENL College Prep (2 credits)
This is a senior English class for students who have already passed the ELA Regents and are looking to develop
their post-high school skills. We examine the college process, preparing for the workforce, writing for
professional and academic purposes and also major social issues that students may be confronted with in
post-high school environments. This takes place of a senior English course and includes students from both the
Expanding level of ENL and those students who have tested Commanding and require further support in their
English development.

Global History I for ELLs (1 credit)
This course is taught in English and covers the same material as Global History I. At its conclusion, students
will take a uniform final examination.

Global History II for ELLs (1 credit)
This course is taught in English and deals with the same material as Global History II. At its conclusion,
students will take the Global History and Geography Regents examination.

Global History I/II Bilingual (2 credits)
This course is taught in Spanish and English and covers the same material as Global History I and II. This
course is given as a double period class. At its conclusion students will take the Global History and Geography
Regents examination.

United States History and Government Bilingual &
United States History and Government for ELLs (1 credit)
This course is taught in Spanish and English and covers the same material as U.S. History and Government. At
its conclusion, students will take the U.S. History and Government Regents examination.

Participation in Government and Economics Bilingual &
Participation in Government and Economics for ELLs (1 credit)
Four years of Social Studies is required for graduation. The fourth credit consists of Participation in
Government and Economics. This course aims to provide students with opportunities to become engaged in the
political process by acquiring the knowledge and practicing the skills necessary for active citizenship.
Participation in government and in our communities is fundamental to the success of American democracy. The
course will include a study of the foundations of American traditions as reflected in the Constitution and the Bill
of Rights and in the organization and actions of federal, state, and local government entities.
The second part of the course, entitled “Economics, the Enterprise System, and Finance,” examines the
principles of the United States free market economy in a global context. Students will examine their individual
responsibility for managing their personal finances. Students will analyze the role of supply and demand in
determining the prices individuals and businesses face in the product and factor markets, and the global nature
of these markets. Students will study changes to the workforce in the United States, and the role of
entrepreneurs in our economy, as well as the effects of globalization. And lastly, students will explore the
challenges facing the United States free market economy in a global environment and various policy-making
opportunities available to government to address these challenges.
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Living Environment Bilingual &
Living Environment for ELLs (1 credit)
This course provides a study of all living things, starting from the simplest form of life to the most complex.
Students taking this course participate in lab on alternating days to allow for experience correlating to work
done during the class period. A Regents exam is required of all students. One period plus lab

Earth Science for ELLs (1 credit)
The study of the earth is a formidable task. In a well-organized and challenging manner, this course enables the
student to develop observational skills and investigative techniques to better understand our dynamic planet. A
Regents exam is required of all students. One period plus lab

Environmental Science Bilingual &
Environmental Science ELL (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Completion of all Science Regents course requirements for graduation or with Administrative
approval)
Environmental Science is an interdisciplinary field of study which relies on the principals of biology, chemistry,
and geology, as well as the social sciences, to explain complex natural systems. Environmental Science
discusses how natural systems function with an emphasis on how these systems have been affected by human
activity. Recent advances in scientific research indicate that in addition to the well-known local and regional
effects of human activity on the environment, humans are changing the world we live in on a global scale.
Information is presented in an objective, scientific manner, allowing students to reach their own conclusions
regarding the proper response to environmental threats and to develop a personal environmental ethic.

Marine Science Bilingual
Marine Science for ELLs (Course will be offered in 2023-2024) (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Completion of the Science Regents requirement for graduation)
This course covers aspects of both the physical and biological environment of the sea and their
interrelationships. It considers human impacts on the marine environments and how the principals and methods
of science in general are used to predict and to solve the problems created by human activities. This course will
culminate in a final exam.

Forensics for ELLs (Course will not be offered in 2023-2024)
(1 credit)

(Prerequisite: Completion of the Science Regents requirement for graduation)
Forensic science is the application of science to the law. Science offers the knowledge and technology needed
for definition, enforcement, and clarification of the use of evidence in criminal and civil cases. The course
focus will be on problem-solving. Students will be expected to work in teams, theorize, design experiments,
research forensic methodologies, synthesize information, and make conclusions based on their own empirical
evidence. This course will culminate in a final exam.

General Applied Mathematics Bilingual (1 credit)
This course covers the foundational topics necessary to be successful in an algebra class. Students take this class
in order to strengthen skills that will aid in their understanding of the full algebra curriculum the following year.
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Algebra-Bilingual (1 credit)
Algebra- ELL
This course covers the topics tested on the Algebra Regents Exam and will be taught in Spanish and English. 
At its conclusion, students will take a Regents examination. The topics reflect the key ideas in the core
curriculum and include – basic algebraic concepts and applications; functions and modeling equations and
inequalities; exponents; and geometry, with emphasis on problem-solving and written explanations.

Intermediate Algebra Bilingual (1 credit)
Intermediate Algebra ELL
(Prerequisite: Algebra or Algebra with Lab)
This course is designed for students who have completed Algebra but failed the Regents Examination. The
following topics will be covered: Review and extension of fundamental algebraic processes developed in
Integrated Algebra, geometry of the circle, functions and transformations, complex numbers and quadratic
equations and statistics and probability. At the conclusion of this course, students will take the Algebra Regents
Examination.

Topics in Geometry Bilingual
Topics in Geometry for ELL (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Score below 70 on Algebra Regents)
This course is designed for students who have completed Intermediate Algebra or Algebra, wishing to continue
their math sequence in a non-regents course. Successful completion of this course may be used toward the
3-year math graduation requirement.

Geometry Bilingual/ ELL (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Successful completion of the Algebra course and Regents exam)
This course is designed for students who are interested in a Regents curriculum and will meet five periods per
week. The course explores the topics tested on the Geometry Regents examination. At its conclusion, students
will take the Geometry Regents Examination.

Personal Finance & Applications for ELLs (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Seniors with a minimum of two math credits)
This course is intended to prepare students for further work in mathematics at the college level. The emphasis
of the course will be to provide students with an intensive preparation program required for college entrance
examinations. This course will also focus on building personal finance skills to prepare students for post high
school life.
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BOCES/Wilson Tech
Occupational and Technical Education Programs

*Deadline to submit a BOCES application so you may potentially attend in the
2023-2024 school year is February 17, 2023

Career and technical education programs provide students with the opportunity to explore specific career areas
of interest so they may develop skills that will help them in both the work-force and in post-secondary.
Academic subjects and physical education are taken at the high school and BOCES instruction is available at
the Dix Hills, Huntington/Manor Plains, and Republic Airport Wilson Tech Centers, depending upon the choice
of study. Bus transportation is provided and departs at designated times. Copiague Juniors typically attend
BOCES in the afternoon and Seniors attend in the morning. The session times will be morning 7:53-10:40 am
and the afternoon 11:40-2:25 pm.

A tight schedule is involved, and one must be self-disciplined enough to meet academic and attendance
requirements for both schools. Only Juniors and Seniors are considered for placement in Wilson Tech.
Acceptance Criteria:
11th grade- 10 credits earned, three passing Regents exam scores (Science, Math, Global History), and
attendance and grades will be considered.
12th grade- 15 credits earned, passing scores on the five Regents exams required for graduation, less than 18
absences in the previous year.

● Student applications will be reviewed by a Walter G. O’Connell Copiague High School committee.
● Each successfully completed year is awarded four and a half (4.5) units of credit on the student’s

permanent record.
● Interested students should obtain and complete the necessary application and eligibility forms which will

be available from your guidance counselor during scheduling, and must be returned by the end of
March. Students that do not adhere to application deadlines will not be considered for admission to a
Wilson Tech program.

*Please note: All students in a post-graduate status (graduated from high school) are required to pay
their own tuition for BOCES.

Career Clusters BOCES/Wilson Tech Programs for High School Students
Construction Careers Architectural & Interior Design/CAD, Carpentry, Construction Electricity,

Heating/ Ventilating/Air Conditioning (HVAC)/Plumbing, Welding
Graphics & Media Careers Advertising/Graphic Design, Audio Production, Digital Film & Video Production,

Photography & Digital Imaging, Fashion Design Technology
Health Careers Medical Assisting, Medical Laboratory, Nurse Assisting, Physical Therapy Aide,

Professional Health Careers, Veterinary Medical Assisting
Service Careers Business & Hospitality Management, Certified Personal Trainer, Cosmetology,

Criminal Justice, Culinary Arts, Early Childhood Education, Esthetics
Technical Careers Electronics/Robotics/Computer Repair, Computer Game Design, Computer

Networking
Transportation Careers Aircraft/Drone Technology; Auto Body Repair; Automotive Technology; Aviation

Science/Flight

Full course descriptions are available from the guidance counselors.
Check with your counselor for information on BOCES Visitors’ Days and Open House sessions.
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Business
Department Objectives:
Business Department courses integrate the New York State Learning Standards for Career Development and
Occupational Studies, which include the following:

Standard 1: Career Development:
Students will be knowledgeable about the world of work, explore career options, and relate personal
skills, aptitudes, and abilities to future career decisions.
Standard 2: Integrated Learning:
Students will demonstrate how academic knowledge and skills are applied in the workplace and other
settings.
Standard 3a: Universal Foundation Skills:
Students will demonstrate mastery of the foundation skills and competencies essential for success in the
workplace.
Standard 3b: Career Majors:
Students who choose a career major will acquire the career-specific technical knowledge/skills
necessary to progress toward gainful employment, career advancement, and success in postsecondary
programs.

Course Offerings:

College, Career, and Finance Management (1/2 credit)
(Recommended for interested 9th -12th grade students)
This course is designed to emphasize the business and economic systems in today’s evolving society and to help
students begin to understand the steps they will need to take as they progress through their high school years for
post-secondary success, whether that is college or the work force. The focus will be on career planning by
investigating interests, skill set development, career exploration, college search, resume preparation, etc. to
create a roadmap for progression through high school and transition to the world of work in our rapidly
changing workplace. Financial and technological resources will be examined and utilized throughout this
course with focus on financial literacy and money management.. Students will gain knowledge in important
management concepts / business transactions whether an entrepreneur, employee, consumer, or citizen.

Event Advertising (Course will not be offered in 2023-2024) (1/2 credit) 
(Recommended for interested 10th -12th grade students)
This course is designed for students who have an interest in apparel marketing and event planning. Students will
create ads, learn about branding, ethics, and regulations. They will prepare ads for various activities such as
homecoming, holiday events and special events. The students will use the internet, digital technology, and smart
phone technology, to create and design their own flyers, newspapers, magazine ads and billboards. 

Sports and Entertainment Marketing (1/2 credit)
(Recommended for interested 10th -12th grade students)
This course is designed for students with a career interest in the fields of sports and/or entertainment. In
addition to a marketing overview, the course is designed to provide students with learning applications in the
areas of sponsorship, promotion, advertising, sales, event marketing, and communications. Students will also
obtain an understanding of the career options available to them and will have the opportunity to explore current
events in the sports/ entertainment field. A class trip will be scheduled to tour a sports/entertainment venue for a
behind the scenes tour.
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Mixed Media Marketing  (Course will not be offered in 2023-2024)             (1/2 credit)
(Recommended for interested 10th -12th grade students)
Mixed Media Marketing is a unique and innovative course designed for students with an interest in the
marketing and entertainment industry. Instructional areas include: an orientation to the sports and entertainment
industry, market analysis, decision-making, event marketing, event execution, the production of a culminating
event, and analysis of the event. Classroom instruction will be reinforced through the use of outside lectures,
case studies, and field trip experiences to such places as sports arenas, theaters, and other locations.

Fashion Merchandising  (Course will not be offered in 2023-2024)                    (1/2 credit)
(Recommended for interested 10th -12th grade students)
This course is designed to give students the latest information relating to the world of fashion including past,
present, and future trends, which will affect every aspect of how they look and dress. Students will be
introduced to the terminology and fundamentals of the fashion industry. Students will also study the history
of apparel and become familiar with the buying, merchandising, and marketing of all accessory
classifications. These include handbags, shoes, jewelry, gloves, neckwear, belts, and cosmetics.

Entrepreneurship  (Course will not be offered in 2023-2024)                                 (1 credit)
(Recommended for interested 10th -12th grade students)
Students will explore and identify the attitudes and skills necessary to start and run their own business.
Entrepreneurs evaluate business and consumer needs and devote their time, energy, and financial resources to
create businesses that fulfill those needs. In this class, students will identify some of the qualities (e.g.
leadership, problem solving, decision making) of successful entrepreneurs and evaluate the risks and rewards of
starting their own business.

Accounting  (1/2 credit)
Accounting is the planning, recording, analyzing, and interpreting of financial information. Accounting is a
required college course for all business majors. This course will provide complete coverage of 3 types of
businesses – proprietorship, partnerships, and corporations. The course will cover each type of business as it
relates to the complete accounting cycle.
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English
*A minimum of one credit of English must be taken each year of high school.

Department Objectives: English Department courses integrate the Next Generation Learning Standards
for the English Language Arts, which include the following:
Reading: Text complexity and the growth of comprehension
The Reading standards place equal emphasis on the sophistication of what students read and the skill with
which they read. Standard 10 defines a grade-by-grade “staircase” of increasing text complexity that rises from
beginning reading to the college- and career-readiness level. Whatever they are reading, students must also
show a steadily-growing ability to discern more from and make fuller use of text, including creating an
increasing number of connections among ideas and between texts, considering a wider range of textual
evidence, and becoming more sensitive to inconsistencies, ambiguities, and poor reasoning in texts. Students
will be given opportunities to choose their texts whenever possible.
Writing: Text types, responding to reading, and research
The Standards acknowledge the fact that whereas some writing skills, such as the ability to plan, revise, edit,
and publish, are applicable to many types of writing; other skills are more properly defined in terms of specific
writing types: arguments, informative/explanatory texts, and narratives. Standard 9 stresses the importance of
the writing-reading connection by requiring students to draw upon and write about evidence from literary and
informational texts. Because of the centrality of writing to most forms of inquiry, research standards are
prominently included in this strand, though skills important to research are infused throughout the document.
Speaking and Listening: Flexible communication and collaboration
Including but not limited to skills necessary for formal presentations, the Speaking and Listening standards
require students to develop a range of broadly useful oral communication and interpersonal skills. Students must
learn to work together, express and listen carefully to ideas, integrate information from oral, visual, quantitative,
and media sources, evaluate what they hear, use media and visual displays strategically to help achieve
communicative purposes, and adapt speech to context and task.
Language: Conventions, effective use, and vocabulary
The Language standards include the essential “rules” of standard written and spoken English, but they also
approach language as a matter of craft and informed choice among alternatives. The vocabulary standards focus
on understanding words and phrases, their relationships, and their nuances and on acquiring new vocabulary,
particularly general academic and domain-specific words and phrases.

Course Offerings:
English I (1 credit)
The freshman year is spent establishing the literacy skills necessary for continued work in succeeding years.
Students will read and analyze various kinds of fictional and non-fictional literature, and emphasis will be
placed upon their ability to cite textual evidence to support their claims. They will acquire the vocabulary
necessary to discuss the elements of a story or poem, and students should be able to apply what they have
learned from one text to the discussion of another. The freshman year gives every student the practice
necessary for writing a multi-paragraph text analysis which is essential for more advanced work. Students will
also study grammar and skills to correct their written and spoken English to satisfy the standards of a literate
audience.
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English I Honors (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Mastery of course content in ELA 8 & Grade 8 teacher recommendation)
This Honors class will focus on higher level literature and more comprehensive written assignments. Students
will be expected to complete a summer reading assignment and a summer reading project and/or assessment.
Students must maintain a GPA of 85 or higher to remain in their current Honors English class, and an 85 or
higher to be recommended for the next level of Honors English.

English II (1 credit)
In 10th grade, the study of literature and literary non-fiction continues with works of various lengths, both
classic and modern. More complex writing tasks that demand higher levels of textual analysis and language use
will be expected. Students will learn to cite evidence from multiple sources supporting detail. In addition,
students will be exposed to the research process and work on short research projects. The study of grammar,
vocabulary, correct usage, and proofreading will continue.

English II Honors (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Teacher recommendation and a 90 or higher in English I Honors/95 or higher in English I)
This Honors Class will focus on higher level literature, comprehensive writing, and mini-research projects.
Students will be expected to complete a summer reading assignment and a summer reading project and/or
assessment. Students must maintain a GPA of 85 or higher to remain in their current Honors English class, and
an 85 or higher to be recommended for the next level of Honors English Students with a 90 or higher can be
recommended for AP Language and Composition.

English III (1 credit)
All students will take the New York State English Language Arts Regents Exam during their junior year.
Preparation for this exam will continue from previous years with a study of increasingly complex literature and
literary non-fiction. Students will read from a wide range of authors, both historical and modern. Writing
instruction will focus on analysis of textual evidence in support of a thesis and the development of individual
voice. The practice of timed writing becomes important this year in preparation for the Regents exam, and
students will also build upon critical reading skills from years prior. Students will take the English Regents
exam in June.

English III Honors (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Teacher recommendation and an 95 or higher in English II/90 or higher in English IIH)
This Honors Class will focus on higher level literature, comprehensive writing, and preparation for the New
York State English Regents Exam. Students will be expected to complete a summer reading assignment and a
summer reading project and/or assessment. Students must maintain a GPA of 85 or higher to remain in their
current Honors English class, and a 90 or higher to be recommended for AP Literature and Composition.

Advanced Placement English Language and Composition (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Teacher recommendation and at least a grade of 90 in English II Honors)
This challenging, demanding course prepares students for collegiate efforts in the areas of writing and language
analysis. The AP Language curriculum centers on the analysis of rhetoric and the development of persuasive
writing skills. Students will also be involved in reading and discussing literature of all genres and developing
their writing to the levels of sophistication appropriate for a college course. Writing will be a daily and essential
component of this class. Students will take the Advanced Placement examination in May and the Regents exam
in June. Students must maintain a GPA of 90 or higher to remain in the Advanced Placement course, and a 90 or
higher to be recommended for AP Literature and Composition as a senior.
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English IV (1 credit)
Senior English is divided into two semester-long components; Writing Seminar and Contemporary Issues in
Literature. The first semester will concentrate on improving writing skills in preparation for college and other
post-high school experiences. Students should expect to write regularly; a research paper is required. During
the second semester, students will read examples of different types of writing from many sources. The goal of
this course is to enable all students to use English effectively at a mature level for study, information, or
entertainment. Every WGOCHS Senior will be responsible for a graduation required research project.

College English (formerly English IV Honors) (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Teacher recommendation, an 85 or higher in English III/English IIIH, mastery-level performance
on the ELA Regents exam, record of consistent attendance in junior year)
This challenging senior English class gives students the opportunity to earn college credit during their last year
of high school. Students will focus on the analysis of complex literature and non-fiction texts, media literacy
and the evaluation of sources, and college-level research and writing. Students must pay for the college credit
and receive a grade that demonstrates mastery of course content in order to receive credit

Advanced Placement English Literature and Composition (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Teacher recommendations, a 90 or higher in English IIIH/AP Language, & superior performance
on the English Regents Exam)
This demanding course requires college-level work. Reading is drawn from a variety of sources, both classic
and modern, with an emphasis on exposing students to texts and authors they will encounter in college literature
courses. The writing assignments require analysis of both literature and literary criticism. Students should not
elect Advanced Placement unless they can make a serious commitment of time to the workload of the course.
Placement in this course is based upon proven ability and teacher recommendations. Students in this course will
take the Advanced Placement Literature and Composition test in May. Students must maintain a GPA of 85 or
higher to remain in the AP Literature and Composition course.

Creative Writing and the Poetry Experience (1 credit)
(Open only to 12th grade students only as their 4th year of English)
This course is designed to encourage students to express themselves in a variety of creative writing forms.
Students will prepare a portfolio of their work that will contain many genres including journal writing, short
story, poetry, personal reflection, advertisements, and cartoons. Students in this class will also participate in
local and regional writing competitions. Every Copiague High School Senior will be responsible for a
graduation required portfolio project. The portfolio will be a culmination of the required writing for the course,
research paper, college application process, and a written reflection of the student’s high school career. Every
Copiague High School Senior will be responsible for a graduation required portfolio project. The portfolio will
be a culmination of the required writing for the course, research paper, college application process, and a written
reflection of the student’s high school career.

Beginning Drama                                                                             (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Grades 10-12. 9th graders need permission of the instructor)
This course is the first of three courses designed to introduce students to the fundamentals of stage acting.
Students will learn acting and theater vocabulary, various acting styles and techniques, stagecraft, scene and
monologue performances, and introduction to film and TV and role analysis.
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Intermediate Drama                                                                             (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Beginning Drama and permission of the instructor)
This full-year course is open to students who have demonstrated an understanding of the skills and concepts
offered in Beginning Drama. Students will expand upon their basic stage concepts learned in Beginning Drama.
This course investigates a broad range of modern and contemporary theories, ideologies, techniques, and
processes in the field of stage acting. Students will apply those concepts to in-class method technique
performances, to advanced monologue and scene study, one-act performances, and community performances.
Students will use those concepts to begin to develop the physical, vocal, and imaginative skills of the actor.
Some after school rehearsal may be required.

Advanced Drama (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Beginning Drama and Intermediate Drama and Permission of the instructor)
(Open to 11th and 12th graders only)
This full-year course is open to students who have demonstrated an understanding of the skills and concepts
offered in Beginning and Intermediate Drama. Students and will expand upon their basic stage concepts learned.
This course investigates a broad range of modern and contemporary theories, ideologies, techniques, and
processes in the field of stage acting. Students will apply those concepts to in-class exercises, to scene study,
and to three community performances including the fall play. Students will use those concepts to begin to
develop the physical, vocal, and imaginative skills of the actor. After school rehearsal will be required.

Fantasy in Literature (Course will not be offered in 2023-2024) (1 credit)
(Open to all students)
Fantasy has the longest and richest literary heritage of all of the forms of genre fiction. Indeed, fantasy could be
said to be the progenitor from which the other forms came from. Fantasy's habit of taking real-life situations and
characters and introducing them into a world where unexpected (and unexplainable) things happen has
resonated with readers since the earliest days. This elective, meant for students in all grade levels, introduces
learners to the genre through a sampling of classic and modern literature as well as many popular films.
Students will read and view fantasy texts, discuss them, and write about them. At the end of this elective
course, students will be able to recognize fantasy as a genre and have an appreciation of the genre’s merits.
Students will read and watch film excerpts from various authors such as: J.R. Tolkien’s The Hobbit, Lewis
Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, and T. H. White’s The Once and Future King.

Introduction to Poetry Writing                         (1 credit)
(Open to all students)
This course will introduce students to poetry as an art form and a mode of personal expression. The course will
explore the work of spotlight poets, writers both classic and modern.  Students will study the poems of these
masters and draw inspiration for their own writing.  In addition, students will learn to recognize and utilize the
devices used by these poets in order to apply these new skills to their own poetry. The course is a writing
workshop, where participants are expected regularly to submit writing in progress. Students will revise their
writing through peer and teacher conferencing.  Over the course of the year, students will develop their own
chapbook, a collection of their poetry. Students will be encouraged to participate in the Poetry Out Loud
Contest.
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Visual Storytelling: (Literature of Anime, Manga, & Graphic Novels) (1 credit)
(open to 10th-12th graders)
This English elective will explore the anime/manga genre in all its various forms. Students will study the history
of the genre, beginning with original groundbreaking texts and anime features (Astro Boy, Sailor Moon, Naruto,
etc.). We will also look at popular aspects of the genre in current media (Attack on Titan, My Hero Academia,
Jo Jo’s Bizarre Adventure). Texts and film will be excerpted as needed to keep them appropriate for high
school-aged students, but parents and students should be aware that some content may be graphic to sensitive
viewers. Students will learn the basics of Japanese culture, the origins of the art form, The Hero’s Journey, and
archetypal characters. Throughout the year students will be expected to write reflectively about course material.

Investigative Literature : (True Crime)                  (1 credit)
(Open to all students, but some topics maybe triggering for certain students)
This course will explore the genres of true crime and crime literature. Students will study real-life cases
through print and visual media as well as read short or excerpted fiction that deals with crime and the dark side
of humanity. This course will explore the good and evil of mankind, delve into criminal psychology, and
develop students’ research skills. Material will be abridged and/or modified to an extent, but please note that
some students may find the course material triggering or upsetting.

Journalism (may run as freshmen elective) (1 credit)
This course will be your gateway to the exciting and evolving world of journalism. It is practical, designed to
teach you to think like a journalist, analyze and critique the news media and introduce you to basic writing,
reporting, interviewing, and editing skills and habits. Students will have the opportunity to practice several
different styles of journalism including digital, photo, broadcast, and print. Students interested in the course
should have a prerequisite grade of at least 80% in a previous English and/or writing course.

SAT ELA Prep (1/2 credit)
(Open to 10th and 11th grade students)
This course provides intensive preparation for the verbal portion of the SAT examination (and other similar
exams). Coursework will concentrate on vocabulary building, word comparison, reading comprehension, and
sentence completion, all on a precollege level

� All Honors and Advanced Placement requirements and prerequisites are subject to further
evaluation by building administration.
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Languages Other Than English
(LOTE)/World Languages

Department Objectives:

Consistent with the New York State Learning Standards for the English, the LOTE Department offers courses in
Italian and Spanish that support the following standards:

Standard 1:
Students will be able to use a language other than English for communication.

Standard 2:
Students will develop cross-cultural skills and understandings.

All students must at least successfully complete LOTE 1.

At a time when the resurgent forces of nationalism and of ethnic and linguistic consciousness so directly affect
the global realities, the United States requires far more reliable capacities to communicate with it allies, analyze
the behavior of potential adversaries, and earn the trust and sympathies of the non-aligned. Language ability is
needed not only to conduct business in the international sphere but also to conduct the affairs of daily life in this
country where a growing number of minority group members speak languages other than English.

Knowledge of a foreign language may be the key to the job you want. It may open the way to a job as a teacher,
interpreter, banker, lawyer, bilingual secretary, diplomat, or businessperson. Languages are often a requirement
for admission to college and are advantageous in the job market for both professional and nonprofessional
careers. LOTE is a means to increase your mastery of English or another foreign language. It furnishes a key
to understanding other cultures.

The LOTE Department offers a native language arts program for students who possess a Spanish language
ability that is at the native speaker level. This is an integrated program of study that incorporates major
components of language, listening, speaking, composition, reading, grammar and literature into its curriculum.
The study of linguistics and the structure and history of the Spanish language are also integrated into this
program.

Course Offerings:
Italian I, Spanish I (1 credit)
The aim of this first-level course is language proficiency. The emphasis is on developing basic listening and
speaking skills. While the ultimate focus of this course is communication, a major component of this course is
generating in students an awareness, and appreciation of the culture within which the language is spoken.

Italian II, Spanish II (1 credit)
In this course, we continue to develop the proficiencies begun in Level I. Here, reading and writing increase in
importance as they round out the communicative skills. Grammar is treated as a means to facilitate
communication, both oral and written. The target language is used almost exclusively in daily classroom
interaction.
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Italian III, Spanish III (1 credit)
At this point, the concentration is on expression of the four skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing for
richer and more accurate communication. With this goal in mind, more complex aspects of grammar are
created, and skills are sharpened. The FLACS equivalency exam is taken at the end of this course as the final
exam. Students who complete this course successfully will have met the Board of Regents requirement for an
Advanced Designation Regents Diploma.

Italian IV Honors, Spanish IV Honors (1 credit)
This course is offered as an advanced level course with focused instruction on the culture of the European
world. This course is exclusively taught in the target language. Students will hone their skills of listening,
reading, writing, and speaking the language. Topics covered include geography, history, and the culture of the
country. Students will also be exposed to the arts and famous works of literature. Topics in grammar will be
reviewed as they relate to each topic. Reading and writing skills will be improved through the use of authentic
materials such as newspapers, magazines, literature, and the internet. Students will do oral and written projects
throughout the course. Students may elect to take this course for college credit. A tuition fee and commitment
to Suffolk Community College would be required if this option was chosen. With successful completion of this
course students will earn 3 college credits through Suffolk Community College.

Italian V Honors, Spanish V Honors (1 credit)
This course builds on the topics covered in level IV with an increased emphasis on writing, oral expression, and
reading. Literature will be explored in greater depth. Students will enhance their speaking and writing skills in
casual and formal conversation. This course will focus on the development of proficiencies in listening
comprehension and writing in a variety of formal and informal contexts. In addition, this course will help
students gain an appreciation of culture, heritage, and history by using current events and a variety of internet
resources. Students may elect to take this course for college credit. A tuition fee and commitment to Suffolk
Community College would be required if this option was chosen. With successful completion of this course
students will earn 3 college credits through Suffolk Community College.

Spanish Literature/Honors (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: A 90% or higher in Spanish IVH, Spanish VH and/or teacher recommendations)
In this honors curriculum, students will study and analyze major works of Spanish literature through the ages.
Students will read, discuss, and compare the major literary themes from an extensive reading list. The writing
assignments require analysis of literary styles and themes.

Spanish Language Honors (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: 90% or higher in Spanish III, IV, V or any other Native Language Course)
This honors course is designed for students who wish to develop their literacy in the Spanish language. In this
course, students will focus on the four communicative skills (speaking, listening, reading, and writing). 
Students will read and analyze select novels, debate current topics, and listen to topic-specific pod casts. 
Grammar in the target language is also incorporated into the curriculum of this class.
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Advanced Placement Spanish Language (1 credit)
Prerequisite: 90 or higher in Spanish IV/IVH, Spanish V/VH, Spanish Literature, or teacher recommendation)
This course is intended for students who wish to develop proficiency in the Spanish language. AP Spanish
Language will help prepare students to demonstrate their level of Spanish proficiency across three
communicative modes (Interpersonal, Interpretive and Presentational). Interpersonal communication allows the
student to become proficient in the art of conversation, both listening and responding. This mode of
communication hones the student’s development of “people skills”. The second mode of communication is
interpretive communication lending itself to increasing the student’s skills in interpreting the written word, and
what is said and written in the media. The third mode of communication is presentational which will help
students become more confident in both designing and delivering presentations.
This course will culminate in the AP exam in AP Spanish Language in May.

Advanced Placement Spanish Literature (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: 90 or higher in Spanish IV/IVH, Spanish V/VH, Spanish Literature, or teacher recommendation)
This course is designed to introduce students to a representative body of Peninsular and Latin American literary

texts. Readings will expose students to a wide variety of genres and types of discourse that will enable them to
trace the history of Spanish prose. The Advanced Placement Spanish Literature exam will be administered in
May. Contingent upon the score achieved on The AP Exam, and the policies of the individual colleges, the
students may receive college credit.

Spanish Language Arts I (1 credit)
This course is designed for Spanish native and/or heritage speaking students with rudimentary literacy skills.
Students will read and respond to literature and other writings representative of Spanish-speaking societies.
Emphasis is placed on the development of students’ speaking, reading, listening, and writing skills. Instruction
is based on activities that will assist students to convey meaning through writing using appropriate grammar,
sentence structure, tone, and rich lexica.

Spanish Language Arts Advanced I (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: 85% or higher in 8th grade Spanish language arts or teacher recommendation)
This course is designed for Spanish native and/or heritage speaking students who have a more sophisticated
command of the Spanish Language. Students are intended to read and respond to literature and other writings
representative of Spanish-speaking societies. Emphasis is placed on speaking, reading, listening, and writing
skills. Instruction is based on activities that will assist students to convey meaning through writing using
appropriate grammar, sentence structure, tone, and rich lexica.

Spanish Language Arts II (1 credit)
This course is designed for Spanish native and/or heritage speaking students to further develop native literacy
skills. Students will read and respond to literature and other writings representative of Spanish-speaking
societies. Emphasis is placed on the strengthening of speaking, reading, listening, and writing skills.
Instruction is based on activities that will assist students to convey meaning through writing using appropriate
grammar, sentence structure, tone, and rich lexica.
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Accelerated Spanish Language & Culture (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: 90% or higher in Spanish Language Arts 1 or teacher recommendation)
This course is designed as a continuation for Spanish native and/or heritage speaking students who have a
sophisticated command of the Spanish Language. Students are intended to read and respond to literature and
other writings representative of Spanish-speaking societies. Emphasis is placed on the development of students’
speaking, reading, listening, and writing skills. Instruction is based on activities that will assist students to
convey meaning through writing using appropriate grammar, sentence structure, tone, and rich lexica.

Foreign Film Studies 1 & 2    (1/2 credit)
This course half or full-year course is designed to allow students to explore history, social science, geography,
government, literature, and visual arts from around the globe. Through the use of foreign films from Asia,
Africa, Europe, and Antarctica students will gain an appreciation for different cultures, customs and social
systems that have existed throughout time and are still in place today. Students will discuss social issues,
investigate societal norms, and create multimedia presentations all while learning to appreciate a variety of
cinematography from around the world. This course will provide opportunities for students to understand an
increasingly interconnected world in preparation for their interactions in both college and their future careers.

Passport to Italy                                                                                     (1/2 credit)
This course is designed to give students all-around access to everything Italy!  Through the use of a variety of
hands-on experiences and multimedia presentations, students will gain an appreciation for Italian culture,
customs, history, geography, fashion and, of course, food! This course will provide opportunities for students to
increase their cultural awareness in order for them to be better prepared for our increasingly diverse society.

Cultural Dance Explosion                (1/2 credit)
This course gets you up and moving to a variety of dance styles from around the world. The world of dance has
so much to explore – the origin of the beloved rhythms of merengue and bachata, the foundation from which
hip-hop was born, and the emotional stories told through styles like contemporary, modern, and even ballet.
Students learn about the cultures from where some of our favorite dance styles and moves come from. Then,
they put these dance styles into practice by learning the beginner, intermediate, and advanced steps. This class
is for all students whether they are a competitive dancer, someone who loves to dance at family gatherings, or
someone who has never danced but wants to try it.
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Mathematics
Department Objectives:
The New York State Learning Standards for Mathematics, Science, and Technology include seven key ideas for
Mathematics. Department offerings consistently address these key ideas:

� 1. Mathematical Reasoning – Students use mathematical reasoning to analyze mathematical
situations, make conjectures, gather evidence, and construct an argument.

� 2. Number and Numeration – Students use number sense and numeration to develop an
understanding of the multiple uses of numbers in the real world, the use of numbers to
communicate mathematically, and the use of numbers in the development of mathematical ideas.

� 3. Operations – Students use mathematical operations and relationships among them to
understand mathematics.

� 4. Modeling/Multiple Representation – Students use mathematical modeling/multiple
representation to provide a means of presenting, interpreting, communicating, and connecting
mathematical information and relationships.

� 5. Measurement – Students use measurement in both metric and English measure to provide a
major link between the abstractions of mathematics and the real world in order to describe and
compare objects and data.

� 6. Uncertainty – Students use ideas of uncertainty to illustrate that mathematics involves more
than exactness when dealing with everyday situations.

� 7. Patterns/Functions – Students use patterns and functions to develop mathematical power,
appreciate the true beauty of mathematics, and construct generalizations that describe patterns
simply and efficiently.

Course Offerings:

Pre-Algebra (1 credit)
Pre-Algebra is the first-year course of a two-year sequence. The course is designed to help students understand
the basic structure of algebra and acquire proficiency in applying algebraic concepts and skills in authentic
situations. The course focuses on the development of problem-solving skills and the acquisition of mathematical
vocabulary and symbols. The active engagement of students along with the use of manipulatives and
technology, will allow students to develop an understanding of the mathematical principles they are learning.
Topics include real numbers, linear equations, solving equations, quadratic functions, linear systems, quadratic
algebra, and rational algebra. Upon successful completion of this course students will enroll in Common Core
Algebra.

Algebra                                                                                     (1 credit)
This course meets five periods per week. This course covers the topics tested on the Algebra Regents Exam. 
At its conclusion, students will take a Regents examination. The topics reflect the key ideas in the core
curriculum and include – basic algebraic concepts and applications; functions and modeling equations and
inequalities; exponents; and geometry, with emphasis on problem-solving and written explanations.
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Topics in Geometry                                                             (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra course)
This course is designed for students who have completed Intermediate Algebra or Algebra, wishing to continue
their math sequence. Successful completion of this course may be used toward the three-year math graduation
requirement. Students who successfully complete this course may continue their Geometry studies with
Regents Geometry the following school year.

Geometry with Lab                                                                 (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra course and Regents)
With an emphasis on congruence, similarity and right triangles, students will prepare to take the Common Core
Geometry Regents Examination in June. This course is designed for students who are interested in achieving an
Advanced Regents Diploma but require more time to explore curricular concepts. Geometry with lab will meet
seven or eight periods per week. 

Geometry (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra course and Regents)
With an emphasis on congruence, similarity and right triangles, students will prepare to take the Common Core
Geometry Regents Examination in June. This course is designed for students who are interested in achieving an
Advanced Regents Diploma and will meet five periods per week. 

Geometry Honors                                                                   (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra Honors course and Regents with an 85%)
This course is designed for students who are interested in an Advanced Regents Diploma and will meet five
periods per week. The course explores the topics covered in the Common Core Geometry Curriculum. With an
emphasis on congruence, similarity and right triangles, students will prepare to take the Common Core
Geometry Regents Examination in June.

Topics in Algebra II                                                            (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: 2 years of Mathematics)
This course is designed for students who have completed Algebra, Intermediate Algebra, Topics in Geometry or
Geometry, wishing to continue their math sequence. Successful completion of this course may be used toward
the 3-year math graduation requirement. This course can also help juniors better prepare for the Algebra 2
Regents course their senior year.

Algebra II with Lab                                                              (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Algebra course and Regents, Geometry course and Regents)
This course is designed for students who are interested in an Advanced Regents Diploma curriculum and will
allow for more time to explore algebraic and trigonometric concepts. The course will meet seven or eight
periods per week. The course explores the topics tested on the Algebra 2 Regents examination. At its
conclusion, students will take a Regents examination. Upon successful completion, the student will have
satisfied the mathematical requirement for the Advanced Regents diploma. One period with lab
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Algebra II                                                                              (1 credit)
(Prerequisites: Algebra course and Regents, Geometry course and Regents)
This course is designed for students who are interested in an Advanced Regents Diploma and will meet five
periods per week.  The course explores the topics tested on the Algebra 2 Regents examination. At its
conclusion, students will take a Regents examination. Upon successful completion, the student will have
satisfied the mathematical requirement for the Advanced Regents diploma.

Algebra II Honors                                                                          (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Algebra Honors course and Regents exam with an 85%, Geometry Honors course and Regents
exam with an 85%)
Algebra 2 Honors will meet five periods per week. The course explores the topics tested on the Algebra 2
Regents examination. At its conclusion, students will take a Regents examination. Upon successful completion,
the student will have satisfied the mathematical requirement for the Advanced Regents diploma.

Intermediate Algebra 2 (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra 2 course)
This course is designed for the mathematics student that is trying to graduate with an Advanced Regents
Diploma but has not successfully completed the Algebra 2 Regents Exam. This course is designed to take a
more in depth look at all the concepts covered in the Algebra 2 curriculum, in an effort to help students build a
better conceptual understanding and pass the Algebra 2 Regents in June.

Pre-Calculus                                                                          (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Algebra 2 or Algebra 2 with Lab with a minimum grade of 80)
This course is intended to prepare students for further work in mathematics at the college level. Students
intending to major in mathematics or science should choose this course over any other mathematics course open
to them. Topics covered will include real and complex numbers, equations, inequalities, functions and their
graphs, exponents, logarithms, trigonometric functions, polar coordinates, matrices, sequences, and series.

Pre-Calculus Honors                                                             (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Algebra 2 Honors with a minimum grade of 85)
This course is intended to prepare students for further work in mathematics at the college level. Students
intending to major in mathematics or science should choose this course over any other mathematics course open
to them. All topics of Pre Calculus will be covered in greater detail. With successful completion of this course
and paid tuition to Farmingdale State College, students will earn 4 college credits.

College Calculus                                                                  (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Pre-Calculus or Pre-Calculus Honors with a minimum grade of 85)
Emphasis of this course will be on functions; techniques of graphing limits and continuity; the derivative and its
applications, especially in the social sciences; techniques and applications of integration. The emphasis of this
course will be on real-world uses of calculus, with less emphasis on theoretical development than in the
advanced placement course. With successful completion of this course and paid tuition to Farmingdale State
College, students will earn 4 college credits.
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Advanced Placement Calculus                                            (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Pre-Calculus Honors with a minimum grade of 90 and approval of Department Chairperson)
This course will include a detailed study of the special functions with the aid of calculus; limits; continuity;
definition of the derivative with techniques of differentiation and applications; the definite integral; techniques
and applications of integration. In May, the members of the class are expected to take the College Board
Advanced Placement test in Mathematics-Level AB. Work with graphing calculators will be required. Students
must maintain a GPA of 80 or higher to remain in the AP Calculus course. One period with lab

College Statistics                                                                            (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra 2)
Emphasis in this course will be on interpretation of statistics in multiple settings including behavioral sciences,
medicine, sports, economics, education, and politics. The graphing calculator will be used extensively in all
applications. Concepts to be covered include exploratory data analysis, data collection, probability, and
inference. With successful completion of this course and paid tuition to Farmingdale State College, students will
earn 3 college credits.

Personal Finance and Applications (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Seniors with a minimum of two math credits)
This course is intended to prepare students for life after high school. The emphasis of this course will be to give
students an understanding of how to successfully navigate the world of personal fiance. Some of the main
topics of study in this course will include investing in the stock market and crypto currency, establishing credit,
credit cards, banking, loans, and money management. Other topics will be added throughout the year based on
student interests/needs.

SAT Prep Math (1/2 credit)
(Open to 10th and 11th grade students)
This course provides intensive preparation for the math portion of the SAT examination (and other similar
exams).
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Music
Department Objectives:

The courses and performing groups of the Music Department are designed to meet the needs, interests, and
talents of all high school students. These courses give students the opportunity to study, understand, appreciate,
and perform music of all styles, periods, and cultures, consistent with the New York State Learning Standards
for the Arts.

Standard 1: Creating, Performing, and Participating in the Arts
Students will actively engage in the processes that constitute creation and performance in the arts
(dance, music, theater, and visual arts) and participate in various roles in the arts.

Standard 2: Knowing and Using Arts Materials and Resources
Students will be knowledgeable about and make use of the materials and resources available for
participation in the arts in various roles.

Standard 3: Responding to and Analyzing Works of Art
Students will respond critically to a variety of works in the arts, connecting the individual work to other
works and to other aspects of human endeavor and thought.

Standard 4: Understanding the Cultural Contributions of the Arts
Students will develop an understanding of the personal and cultural forces that shape artistic
communication and how the arts in turn shape the diverse cultures of past and present society.

*All of the course offerings listed below meet the New York State Fine Arts requirement for graduation.

Course Offerings:
Music Theory (1 credit)
(Open to 9th - 12th grade/ runs every other year)
This course is for all students in the music program and those with a music background desirous of broadening
their musical knowledge in theory, harmony, sight reading, and analysis through music history and literature.
This course is encouraged for students seeking a career in music.

Band (1 credit)
(Open to 9th - 12th grade)
In addition to annual public concerts, the band performs at all home football games. The band also participates
in local and state competitions. Band members receive additional group lessons each week.

Wind Ensemble (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Audition and/or teacher recommendation)
This instrumental performance ensemble provides a challenging and rigorous study of band literature. This
group performs in concerts and events throughout the year.

Chorus (1 credit)
(Open to 9th -12th grade)
This performing ensemble is for students interested in singing individually and in group settings. This group
performs in concerts throughout the year. This course meets the state requirement for Fine Arts.
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Concert Choir (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Audition and/or teacher recommendation, open to 9th-12th grade)
This vocal performing ensemble provides a challenging and rigorous study of choral literature. This group
performs in concerts throughout the year. This course meets the state requirement for Fine Arts

Music of the 20th Century: Jazz, Rock,Pop and Beyond! (1 credit)
(Open to 9th - 12th grade)
This course seeks to study music of the 1900’s by focusing on interdisciplinary studies. Students will study
different genres of music by understanding the social concepts and implications of the historical periods in
which they occurred. Students will learn through listening examples, reading, video excerpts, and lecture by the
instructor. Students do not need to read music to take this class. Topics include: The Roaring Twenties, Jazz
Eras, the Blues, emergence of American Musicals, Rock of the 50’s through today, and funk.

Electronic Music (1 credit)
(Open to 9th - 12th grade)
This year-long course will introduce students to the theory and fundamentals of using software and hardware
tools for commercial music production (computer, multitrack recording software, waveform editor, signal
processing plug-ins, synthesizer keyboard, CMN software, and microphone technique). The class will stress
application and creative content, using a series of creative activities and projects that expose student to
improvising and performing with electronic and other instruments, multitrack recording (both MIDI sequencing
and live instruments), music arranging, generating performance materials for others (typesetting music), and
equipment configuration.  This is a hands-on course.

Electronic Music 2 
(Prerequisite: Electronic Music) (1 credit)
This year-long course will teach intermediate to advanced musical concepts through the process of digital music
composition. The class will stress application and creative content as well as music theory and keyboard
performance.  Students will expand upon their prior experience with synthesizers, music production software,
multitrack recording (both MIDI sequencing and live instruments), music arranging, music notation, and
equipment configuration.  Students will also be encouraged to examine their class's own unique skill set in order
to collaborate on more advanced music production projects.  

Piano (1 credit)
(Open to 9th - 12th grade)
This year-long course is designed to equip students with the ability to read musical notation and develop facility
on the keyboard by playing compositions. Areas of study will include; listening to and analyzing all styles of
piano music, performing, music history, composing, and using technology. Students will be assessed by playing
for the teacher on a weekly or bi-weekly basis and will take written exams.
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Physical Education/Health
Department Objectives: The Copiague High School Physical Education Department believes in the
development of the whole person through physical activity. We believe that all students can achieve the New
York State Learning Standards for Physical Education. We believe that every student is entitled to a learning
environment that is healthy, safe, and that positively encourages students to excel socially, academically, and
physically. The New York State Learning Standards for Physical Education are:

1. Personal Health and Fitness: Students will have the necessary knowledge and skills to establish and
maintain physical fitness, participate in physical activity, and maintain personal health. Students will
perform basic motor and manipulative skills. They will attain competency in a variety of physical
activities and proficiency in a few complex motor and sport activities. Students will design personal
fitness programs to improve cardio-respiratory endurance, flexibility, muscular strength and endurance,
and body composition.

2. A Safe and Healthy Environment: Students will acquire the knowledge and ability necessary to create
and maintain a safe and healthy environment. Students will demonstrate responsible personal and social
behavior while engaged in physical activity. They will understand that physical activity provides the
opportunity for enjoyment, challenge, self-expression, and communication. Students will be able to
identify safety hazards and react effectively to ensure a safe and positive experience for all participants.

3. Resource Management: Students will understand and be able to manage their personal and community
resources. Students will be aware of and be able to access opportunities available to them within their
community to engage in physical activity. They will be informed consumers and be able to evaluate
facilities and programs. Students will be aware of some career options in the field of physical fitness
and sports.

Course Offerings: The physical education program for all four grades seeks to provide the knowledge
and skills necessary for maintaining personal health and fitness, and to foster a sense of teamwork and respect
for others. Particular emphasis will be placed on physical fitness and the skills pertaining to carry-over
activities. Attendance is mandatory by regulation of the State Education Department. A student may be
excused from the program only by a physician. However, that student will be placed in an adaptive physical
education program. Appropriate gym attire is required. Class meets every other day on an A/B-day schedule.

Sample Programs Include:

TEAM SPORTS CURRICULUM LIFETIME ACTIVITIES CURRICULUM
Soccer Tennis
Flag Football Fitness Walk with Pedometers
FitnessGram Testing FitnessGram Testing
Volleyball Unit and Tournament Volleyball Unit and Tournament
Tchoukball Kan Jam/Ramp Shot
Weight Room/Personal Fitness Badminton
Ultimate Frisbee Weight Room/Personal Fitness
Lacrosse Birdie Ball
Softball Kickball/Wiffle Ball
Basketball Bowling
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Advanced Strength Training A/B Full Year (1/2 credit)
(Open to 9th - 12th grade)
This is an intense, full year weightlifting course that will focus on the following core lifts: Squats, hang cleans,
dead lifts, flat bench. The class will include various types of workouts that will improve toning/firming of body
muscle and increase strength and endurance. All students will follow a challenging program where they will be
tested on their knowledge of training applications as well as performance-based criteria. Appropriate gym attire
is required. This course fulfills the NYS physical education requirement.

Health A/B Full Year (1/2 credit)
(Students are expected to take this in their sophomore year as it is a NYSED graduation requirement)
This course is required of all students for graduation. The format for the program will be based on an
interactive and cooperative classroom environment. Social, physical, and emotional issues specifically relevant
to young adults will be discussed. Course content will include topics in nutrition, physical fitness, mental health,
relationships, human sexuality, substance abuse, and disease prevention and consumer education. An
understanding on how the internet can be used as a valuable health resource will also be addressed.
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Science
Department Objectives: By recognizing the central role of the scientific method in everything we do,
the Science Department offers courses that are relevant to our lives. All course offerings are designed to
stimulate curiosity and to strengthen rational approaches to problem solving. Science is taught through a
dynamic, hands-on approach that encourages students to be inquisitive and deliberative. All courses are aligned
to the New York State Learning Science Learning Standards, Next Generation Science Standards and a series of
performance expectations. These foundations define what students should understand and be able to do as a
result of their study in science. All courses incorporate three dimensional learning that is needed to provide
students a high-quality science education. The three dimensions include Engineering Practices, Crosscutting
Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas. Finally the disciplinary ideas guide and drive all science courses and are
grouped in four domains: the physical sciences; the life sciences; the earth and space sciences; and engineering,
technology and applications of science. These domains drive high and rigorous instruction in all science classes.

Course Offerings:
Earth Science (1 credit)
The study of the earth is a formidable task. In a well-organized and challenging manner, this course enables the
student to develop observational skills and investigative techniques to better understand our dynamic planet.
Students taking this course participate in laboratory experiences on alternate days. A Regents exam is required of
all students. 1 period plus lab.

Intro to Living Environment (1 credit)
This course is an introductory course in living environment, and students are placed in this course by
recommendation. Upon successful completion of this course, students will be scheduled for Living Environment
the following school year. 1 period plus lab.

Living Environment (1 credit)
This course provides a study of all living things, starting from the simplest form of life to the most complex.
Students will participate in laboratory experiences on alternate days. In addition to regular labs, all students are
required to complete 4 mandatory state labs. A Regents exam is required of all students. 1 period plus lab.

Regents Science Prep Classes (No credit)
Science is an inquiry-based process often requiring a variety of techniques to facilitate understanding. Diverse
scientific modalities are explored in the course in an effort to generate regents' understanding by making complex
concepts concrete. Small group instruction is utilized as an effective instructional strategy to assist students in
passing Regents level assessments required for graduation. This course will culminate in a Regents Exam.

Living Environment Honors (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Successful completion of Earth Science Honors and teacher recommendation. Students must pass the Earth
Science Regents with an 85%)
This challenging course is intended for students who want to study biology in greater depth. The Living
Environment curriculum is enriched in the areas of biochemistry, human systems and disease, and the study of
current issues. Students are required to complete a considerable amount of work outside the classroom, both in
individual studies and group work. Students taking this course participate in laboratory experiences on alternate
days.Students are expected to maintain an 85% average throughout the year. Failure to maintain honors standing
may result in removal from the course and placement in a more appropriate setting for student success. All
decisions for removal will be made at the discretion of the principal and/or science chairperson.

http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=13165&page=41
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=13165&page=83
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=13165&page=83
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=13165&page=3
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=13165&page=103
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=13165&page=139
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=13165&page=169
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=13165&page=201
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=13165&page=201
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Chemistry (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Student must successfully pass Earth Science Regents)
This upper level science course is designed to investigate the study of matter. The course promotes and produces,
through mandatory lab experiences and classroom instruction, student mastery of the principles of chemistry and to
relate the sometimes abstract concepts of chemistry to the students' real-life experiences. A Regents exam is
required of all students. 1 period plus lab.

Chemistry Honors (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Successful completion of two Regents science courses and teacher recommendation. Students must pass Living
Environment Regents with an 85%)
This course is a traditional approach to chemistry in which students will study the basic theories and concepts of
chemistry in addition to preparing them to pursue the study of chemistry on a more advanced level. This course
engages students in a deeper and more rigorous study of Regents’ topics, including atomic structure, the periodic
table, chemical bonding, chemical equations, stoichiometry, the gas laws, solutions, and organic chemistry.
Students are expected to maintain an 85% average throughout the year. Failure to maintain honors standing may
result in removal from the course and placement in a more appropriate setting for student success. All decisions for
removal will be made at the discretion of the principal and/or science chairperson. The Chemistry Regents exam is
required of all students.

Advanced Placement Chemistry Course will be offered in 2023-2024) (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Living Environment, Chemistry, Math equivalents, and teacher recommendation. Students must pass the
Chemistry regents with an 85%)
Students will explore matter, its composition, its physical and chemical properties, and the energy that
accompanies physical, chemical, and nuclear changes. The course is a qualitative and quantitative course with
emphasis on the quantitative aspect of chemistry, especially as it is used in the laboratory. Students are expected to
maintain an 85% average throughout the year. Failure to maintain honors standing may result in removal from the
course and placement in a more appropriate setting for student success. All decisions for removal will be made at
the discretion of the principal and/or science chairperson. The Advanced Placement exam offered in May is
required of all students. Two periods per day.

Advanced Placement Biology (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Living Environment, Chemistry, and teacher recommendation. Students must pass the Chemistry Regents with
an 85%)
This course provides high-achieving students the opportunity to begin college-level studies in biology and to earn
college credit by taking the Advanced Placement test in May. Topics covered will include; genetics, molecular
biology, anatomy, physiology, and environmental studies. Also, a lab component will be required in this course.
Students are expected to maintain an 85% average throughout the year. Failure to maintain honors standing may
result in removal from the course and placement in a more appropriate setting for student success. All decisions for
removal will be made at the discretion of the principal and/or science chairperson.
The Advanced Placement exam offered in May is required of all students. Class meets two periods per day.

Everyday Chemistry (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Completion of the Science Regents requirement for graduation, grades 11 & 12 students)
This non-regents course covers the basic concepts of chemistry and how they relate to everyday life. Chemistry
concepts are covered at the particulate level and then connected to our macroscopic world through fun project
based learning and laboratory experiences. Students will take an indepth look at the chemistry that happens every
day, all around us, all the time.
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Physics (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Chemistry, Math equivalent, and teacher recommendation. Students must pass the Chemistry Regents and
class with an 80%)
This course presents a modern view of physics with major emphasis placed on the fundamental concepts
underlying this basic science. It is designed to encourage the use of such basic concepts as the laws of
conservation as unifying themes, rather than as isolated topics. These unifying concepts serve as bridges between
the four main areas of study: Mechanics, Waves and Optical Phenomena, Electricity and Magnetism, and Atomic
and Nuclear Physics. A Regents exam is required of all students. 1 period plus lab.

Advanced Placement Physics 1 (Course will not be offered in 2023-24) (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Chemistry, Math equivalent, and Chairperson approval. Students must pass the Chemistry Regents with an
85%)
This course is equivalent to a first-semester college course in algebra-based physics. It is designed to focus on the
big ideas typically included in introductory college-level physics sequence while simultaneously providing
students with enduring understandings to support future advanced course work in the sciences. Through
inquiry-based learning, students will develop critical thinking and reasoning skills, as defined by the AP Science
Practices. Students will cultivate their understanding of physics and science practices as they explore Kinematics,
Dynamics including Newton’s Laws, Circular Motion, Harmonic Motion, Impulse, Momentum, Work and Energy,
Rotational Motion, Electrostatics, DC Circuits and finally Mechanical Waves and Sounds. The Advanced
Placement exam offered in May is required of all students. Two periods per day/offered odd years.

College Astronomy Course will be offered in 2023-2024) (1 credit)

(Prerequisite: Completion of Regents Chemistry, Math equivalent, and teacher recommendation)
A two-semester college level course meets every day and is designed for students interested in studying theoretical,
practical, and observational aspects of astronomy. The course will utilize a wide variety of instructional
approaches, including audio-visuals, lab activities, and lectures, which will provide the students with a basic
knowledge of astronomy. Upon successful completion and tuition payment, Suffolk Community College will
award 4 credits. One period per day.

College Geology Course will not be offered in 2023-2024) (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Completion of Regents Chemistry, Math equivalent, and teacher recommendation)
A two-semester college level course meets every day and is designed for students interested in studying
the planet Earth, its origin, structure, composition, and the forces which shape its surface. Plate tectonics provides
a framework for understanding processes of volcanism, mountain building and earthquakes. External forces such
as glaciers, streams and ocean waves are examined in order to interpret the landscape.Students taking this course
participate in laboratory experiences.. Upon successful completion and tuition payment, Suffolk Community
College’s Beacon program will award 4 credits.

Environmental Science (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Completion of all Science Regents course requirements for graduation or with Administrative approval)
Environmental Science is an interdisciplinary field of study which relies on the principles of biology, chemistry,
and geology, as well as the social sciences, to explain complex natural systems. Environmental Science discusses
how natural systems function with an emphasis on how these systems have been affected by human activity.
Information is presented in an objective, scientific manner, allowing students to reach their own conclusions
regarding the proper response to environmental threats and to develop a personal environmental ethic.
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College Environmental Science (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Completion of Regents Chemistry, Math equivalent, and teacher recommendation)
A two-semester college level course meets every day and is designed for students interested in studying
Environmental Science. This course is a college introductory level study of the Earth’s environmental systems and
the role of humans in those systems. Students will be introduced to key elements of ecology and ecosystem
sciences, focusing on their function and importance for human societies, as well as the impact of human activity on
these systems. The course stresses the roles of resource availability and use, biogeochemical cycling, and
anthropogenic effects, both locally and globally. This course also addresses the importance of maintaining the
natural functioning of environmental systems for the well-being of human society, culture, and survival. Upon
successful completion and tuition payment, Suffolk Community College’s Beacon program will award 4 credits.

Forensics Course will not be offered in 2023-2024)
(1 credit)

(Prerequisite: Completion of the Science Regents requirement for graduation)
Forensic science is the application of science to the law. Science offers the knowledge and technology needed for
definition, enforcement, and clarification of the use of evidence in criminal and civil cases. The course focus will
be centered around problem-solving. Students will be expected to work in teams, theorize, design experiments,
research forensic methodologies, synthesize information, and make conclusions based on their own empirical
evidence. This course will culminate in a final exam.

Marine Science Course will be offered in 2023-2024)
(1 credit)

(Prerequisite: Completion of the Science Regents requirement for graduation)
This course covers aspects of both the physical and biological environment of the sea and their interrelationships.
It considers human impacts on marine environments and how the principals and methods of science in general are
used to predict and to solve the problems created by human activities. This course will culminate in a final exam.

Exploration in STEM (1/2 credit)
This course brings science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) together in an exhilarating way. 
Utilizing the Common Core shifts in both ELA and math, students apply knowledge of science through a variety of
methodologies. Designing and constructing structures, machines, and vehicles in addition to researching academic
content areas, and completing lab activities are skills employed for the purpose of both application and
development. Students develop both competitive and individual teamwork skills, while focusing on STEM related
projects and investigations..

Advanced Exploration in STEM (1/2 credit)
(Prerequisite: Explorations in STEM and Teacher Recommendation)
This advanced course offers development in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). Building
on prior skills students explore design, structures, and research to complete activities. Students are required to
complete project based and independent assignments throughout the school year. Computer familiarity and
proficiency is recommended but not required.
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Introduction to Independent Science Research (1/2 credit)
(Prerequisite: 85% average in Science)
This honors course is designed to meet the needs of students who are interested in science research.. Students are
guided in developing the skills necessary for writing scientific research papers and conducting a research study . A
heavy emphasis is placed on oral speaking development. All students are required to complete a written scientific
paper, poster board and an oral presentation. Students are also required to present at a science competition and
attend the Science Symposium at the end of the school year. Some independent work is required in the course.
*Note: This course is an elective and does not count towards satisfying the requirement of completing core credits in the
science area. This course may be taken for consecutive years due to the nature of the work

Independent Science Research (1/2 credit)
(Prerequisite: Teacher Recommendation)
This second year honors course builds on prior research courses. Students are guided in developing the skills
necessary for writing scientific research papers and conducting a research study . A continued emphasis is placed
on oral speaking development. All students are required to complete a written scientific paper, poster board and
an oral presentation. Students are also required to present at a science competition and attend the Science
Symposium at the end of the school year. Some independent work is required in the course.
*Note: This course is an elective and does not count towards satisfying the requirement of completing core credits
in the science area. This course may be taken for consecutive years due to the nature of the work

Advanced Independent Science Research (1/2 credit)
(Prerequisite: Teacher Recommendation, Introduction to Science Research and Independent Science Research)
This advanced level honors course explores and exposes students to complex research studies. Students embark on
a study in which builds on research skills and develops comprehensive research questions. A heavy emphasis is
placed on independent work. All students are required to complete a written scientific paper, poster board and an
oral presentation. Students are also required to present at a science competition and attend the Science Symposium
at the end of the school year. Some independent work is required in the course.
*Note: This course is an elective and does not count towards satisfying the requirement of completing core credits in the
science area. This course may be taken for consecutive years due to the nature of the work

AP Seminar (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: Introduction to Science Research and/or Teacher Recommendation)
The AP Seminar course is an inquiry-based course that aims to engage students in cross-curricular conversations
that explore real-world topics and issues from multiple lenses and perspectives. Students are empowered to collect
and analyze information with accuracy and precision in order to craft and communicate evidence-based arguments,
both written and orally. The skills practiced and refined in this class are required in the AP Research course which
is the follow-up course for the Capstone Diploma. The course culminates in an AP exam based on a team project,
an individual paper and presentation, and a final AP exam. The AP Seminar exam score is based on all three
components and is reported on the standard 1–5 AP scoring scale.

https://secure-media.collegeboard.org/digitalServices/pdf/ap/ap-capstone/ap-seminar-course-overview.pdf
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AP Research (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: AP Seminar is a prerequisite for AP Research. Completing AP Seminar and all its required
assessment components is necessary for students to develop the skills to be successful in AP Research and/or
Teacher Recommendation).
AP Research, the second course in the AP Capstone experience, allows students to deeply explore an academic
topic, problem, issue, or idea of individual interest. Students design, plan, and implement a yearlong investigation
to address a research question. Through this inquiry, they further the skills they acquired in the AP Seminar course
by learning research methodology, employing ethical research practices, and accessing, analyzing, and
synthesizing information. Students reflect on their skill development, document their processes, and curate the
artifacts of their scholarly work through a process and reflection portfolio. The course culminates in an academic
paper of 4,000–5,000 words (accompanied by a performance, exhibit, or product where applicable) and a
presentation with an oral defense.

Robotics (1/2 credit)
This course allows students to explore the field of robotic design using a variety of hands-on activities. Students
are introduced to tools used in creating robotic devices with reinforcement in knowledge and applications. Project
based learning and group collaboration are used to create simple drive trains capable of movement through
tele-operated interaction. As an essential and vital curriculum element, technology enriched curriculum immerses
students in the fundamentals of computer programming.

College Robotics (1/2 credit)
(Prerequisite: Teacher Recommendation, Robotics, Junior or Senior Only)
This advanced level course will allow students to explore upper-level robotic design using a variety of hands-on
activities. Working both independently and project-based groups, students will work on creating advanced drive
trains capable of movement through tele-operated interaction. Students will work on developing advanced
computer programming skills relative to curricula. Some competition participation may be required. Students may
elect to take this course for college credit. A tuition fee and commitment to Farmingdale State University will be
required if this option was chosen. With successful completion of this course students will earn 3 college credits
through Farmingdale State University.
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Social Studies
Department Objectives:

The Social Studies Department offers a broad-based program designed to expose students to all the social sciences.
While maintaining academic rigor, we strive to provide an interesting and unique program for all students. We
offer several electives in addition to the New York State required courses in order to support the development of
students.

Social Studies is intended to promote civic competence through the integrated study of the social sciences and
humanities. Within the school program, Social Studies provide coordinated, systematic study that draws upon such
disciplines as anthropology, archaeology, economics, geography, history, law, philosophy, political science,
psychology, religion, belief systems, and sociology, as well as upon appropriate content from the humanities,
mathematics, and natural sciences. The primary purpose of Social Studies is to help young people develop the
ability to make informed and reasoned decisions for the public good as citizens of a culturally diverse, democratic
society in an interdependent world. All course offerings in the Social Studies Department support the New York
State Learning Standards for Social Studies, which are:

Standard 1: History of the United States and New York
Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of major ideas, eras,
themes, developments and turning points in the history of the United States and New York.

Standard 2: World History
Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of major ideas, eras,
themes, developments, and turning points in world history and examine the broad sweep of history from a
variety of perspectives.

Standard 3: Geography
Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of geography of the
interdependent world in which we live – local, national, and global – including the distribution of people,
places, and environments over the earth’s surface.

Standard 4: Economics
Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of how the United States
and other societies develop economic systems and associated institutions to allocate scarce resources, how
major decision-making units function in the United States and other national economies, and how an
economy solves the scarcity problem through market and non-market mechanisms.

Standard 5: Civics, Citizenship and Government
Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of the necessity for
establishing governments; the governmental system of the United States and other nations; the United
States Constitution, basic civic values of the American constitutional democracy; and the roles, rights, and
responsibilities of citizenship, including avenues of participation.
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Course Offerings:

Global History and Geography I (1 credit)
This course will study the history of man on earth from prehistoric times to the Rise of Absolutism in Europe. The
course will concern the contributions of all civilizations to the development of humankind. The curriculum will
stress historical thinking skills and problem-solving. It will be presented chronologically and will show how the
development of civilization is similar throughout the different areas of the world. This course is designed to begin
to prepare students for college, careers, and civic life with a rigorous curriculum which is aligned to the new
Common Core Learning Standards in Social Studies. At its conclusion, students will take a uniform final
examination.

Global History and Geography I Honors (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: 85 average in Social Studies 8, teacher recommendation, completed and accepted entrance application)
This course will study the same curriculum as Global History I with the exception that the major focus will be to
prepare the students for the tenth grade Advanced Placement World History course. The material will be more in
depth with primary documents and classroom discussions on cause and effect in history. At its conclusion,
students will take a uniform final examination. The ninth grade honors program is an enriched pre-AP curriculum
that emphasizes critical thinking, research, and interdisciplinary experiences, and ends in a final examination. This
course prepares students for the Advanced Placement World History course that is taken in tenth grade.

Advanced Placement Human Geography (1 credit)
(This elective is open to students in 9th to12th grade with their teacher recommendation)
Advanced Placement Human Geography fulfills the NYS graduation requirement for Global I. The course explores
the interaction of human beings and the environment from a global perspective. How has civilization been shaped
by geography? How has the world been changed by human economic and political activity? AP Human Geography
emphasizes map skills, analysis of data and interpretation of primary sources. After the AP Exam, the course
concludes with a unit on Active Citizenship which will be utilized by students to fulfill one point for the Civic
Readiness Seal.

Global History and Geography II (1 credit)
The second year of Global History will focus on the Age of Kings to Modern Times. This course will show how
the histories of the different civilizations of the world are interconnected. It will concern our present
interdependency and global problems. The students will deal with historic problem-solving and themes that run
throughout history. This course is designed to continue to prepare students for college, careers, and civic life with a
rigorous curriculum which is aligned to the new Common Core Learning Standards in Social Studies. At the end
of the year, students will take the Global History and Geography Regents Exam.

Global History and Geography II Honors (1 credit)
(Prerequisite:85 average in Global 1 H and teacher recommendation)
This course will study the same curriculum as Global History II. The material will be more in depth with primary
documents and classroom discussions on cause and effect in history. This course is designed to continue to prepare
students for college, careers, and civic life with a rigorous curriculum which is aligned to the new Common Core
Learning Standards in Social Studies. At the end of the year, students will take the Global History and Geography
Regents Exam.
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Advanced Placement World History (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: A grade of 90% or higher in Global History I Honors, a recommendation from the Global I Honors teacher
and approval of the instructor)
This elective is open to sophomores. This course spans from 1450 to the present in a rigorous academic format
organized by chronological periods and viewed through fundamental concepts and course themes. Students analyze
the causes and processes of continuity and change across historical periods. Themes include human-environment
interaction, cultures, expansion and conflict, political and social structures, and economic systems. In addition to
mastering historical content, students cultivate historical thinking skills that involve crafting arguments based on
evidence, identifying causation, comparing, and supplying context for events and phenomenon, and developing
historical interpretation. World history can be used as a substitute for Global History and Geography II for
sophomores. Students must maintain a GPA of 85 or higher to remain in the Advanced Placement course.
Note: For Sophomores, the Advanced Placement in World History can replace the Global History & Geography
course. Sophomores will take the Global History & Geography Regents Examination and the Advanced
Placement Exam.

United States History and Government (1 credit)
This course includes the cultural, political, and economic study of the development of the United States using the
topical method. The topics to be covered include both American social development and American economic life.
This course is designed to continue to prepare students for college, careers, and civic life with a rigorous
curriculum which is aligned to the new Common Core Learning Standards in Social Studies. The students will take
the U.S. History and Government Regents examination in June.

United States History and Government Honors (1 credit)
(Prerequisite:85 average in Global II Honors, at least an 80 on the Global Regents Exam, and teacher recommendation)
This course will study the same curriculum as U.S. History and Government. The material will be more in depth
with primary documents and classroom discussions on cause and effect in history. This course is designed to
continue to prepare students for college, careers, and civic life with a rigorous curriculum which is aligned to the
new Common Core Learning Standards in Social Studies. The students will take the U.S. History and Government
Regents examination in June.

Advanced Placement United States History (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: A grade of 90% or higher in Global History II Honors and/or a grade of 85% or higher in World History
Advanced Placement, at least a 90 on the Global History Regents, and teacher recommendation)
The Advanced Placement Course in American History is designed to provide students with the analytical skills and
factual knowledge necessary to deal critically with the problems and issues in American History. The course
prepares students for college by establishing high expectations and challenges equivalent to those of a full-year
introductory college course. Students learn to assess historical materials - their relevance to a given interpretive
problem, their reliability, and their importance, and to weigh the evidence and the interpretations presented in
historical scholarship.
Note: For Juniors, the Advanced Placement in American History can replace the Regents course U.S. History
and Government course. Juniors must take the Regents examination and the Advanced Placement
examination.
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Participation in Government and Economics (1 credit)
Four years of Social Studies is required for graduation. The fourth credit consists of Participation in Government
and Economics. This course aims to provide students with opportunities to become engaged in the political process
by acquiring the knowledge and practicing the skills necessary for active citizenship. Participation in government
and in our communities is fundamental to the success of American democracy. The course will include a study of
the foundations of American traditions as reflected in the Constitution and the Bill of Rights and in the
organization and actions of federal, state, and local government entities.
The second part of the course, entitled “Economics, the Enterprise System, and Finance,” examines the principles
of the United States free market economy in a global context. Students will examine their individual responsibility
for managing their personal finances. Students will analyze the role of supply and demand in determining the
prices individuals and businesses face in the product and factor markets, and the global nature of these markets.
Students will study changes to the workforce in the United States, and the role of entrepreneurs in our economy, as
well as the effects of globalization. And lastly, students will explore the challenges facing the United States free
market economy in a global environment and various policy-making opportunities available to government to
address these challenges.

Participation in Government Honors (1/2 credit)
(Prerequisite:85 average in US History Honors, at least an 80 on both the global and United States Regents exams, and
teacher recommendation)
“If a Nation expects to be ignorant and free… it expects what never was and never will be.” – Thomas Jefferson.
This course is needed to establish an educated electorate. The overall goal of this course is to investigate the ways
in which the government is organized, controlled by the people, and how it functions. Students will describe,
analyze, and explain our American system of government in depth with primary documents and classroom
discussions.

Advanced Placement U.S. Government and Politics (1 credit)
(The course is open to Juniors and Seniors who have exhibited Honors level work with an average of 90% or better in Social
Studies and have scored at least a 90 on both the Global History and United States History Regents exams)
The AP Government and Politics: United States course provides an analytical perspective on government and
politics in the United States. This course involves both the study of general concepts used to interpret U.S. politics
and the analysis of specific case studies. It also requires familiarity with the various institutions, groups, beliefs,
and ideas that constitute U.S. political reality. While there is no single approach that an AP Government &
Politics: United States course must follow, certain topics are generally covered in college courses. This course may
be substituted for Participation in Government and Economics. Students must maintain a GPA of 85 or higher to
remain in the Advanced Placement course.

Economics Honors (1/2 credit)
(Prerequisite:85 average in US History Honors, at least an 80 on both the global and United States Regents exams, and
teacher recommendation)
This course will better prepare the student to think rationally about economic issues. Students taking this course
will participate in a more in depth examination of the technical jargon and mathematics of the economic world. A
“stock market investment” simulation project where students can plot “Profit and /or loss” will help make
Economics a lively hands-on experience.
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Advanced Placement Economics (1 credit)
(The course is open to Juniors and Seniors who have exhibited Honors level work with an average of 90% or better in Social
Studies and have passed the Algebra and Geometry Regents exams with at least a 75)
This one-year course of study will prepare students for both the macro and the microeconomics exams
administered by the College Board in May. The basic themes essential to all economics courses including scarcity,
opportunity costs, the structure of the U.S. economy, supply and demand will be covered in the first half of the
year. The second half of the year will focus on macroeconomic theory including measuring national output and
income, unemployment, inflation, and economic growth. This challenging course requires students to apply
mathematical and analytical skills to understand the economy.

Advanced Placement Psychology (1 credit)
(The course is open to Juniors and Seniors who have exhibited Honors level work with an average of 90% or better in Social
Studies and have scored at least a 90 on both the Global History and United States History Regents exams)
The Advanced Placement Psychology Course is the equivalent of an introductory college-level psychology course.
The course is designed to introduce students to the systematic and scientific study of human behavior and mental
processes. Students are exposed to the psychological facts, principles, and phenomena associated with each of the
major subfields within psychology. They also learn about the methods psychologists use in their science and
practice. The course emphasizes the development of critical thinking skills and a clear, concise, writing style.
Students must maintain a GPA of 85 or higher to remain in the Advanced Placement course.

Leadership in History and Action                                                                      (1 credit)
(This elective is open to students in 11th to 12th grade who have the recommendation of the program director after passing
an administrative interview)
Students will study different forms of leadership in politics, history, education, and their communities. This course
will examine leadership issues which include power, authority and influence, team building strategies, diversity
and multiculturalism, and ethics and values of effective leadership. As a requirement of this course, students are
required to create a vision for a leadership project, assess the needs of the community, develop a plan for
implementation, implement the plan, and evaluate the effectiveness of their action plan.  Areas for this
project-based assessment may include academic achievement, health issues, community improvement programs,
and political action. The course may be used as an elective credit.

Social Issues Through Contemporary Medium (Course will not be offered in 2022-23) (1/2 credit)
(This elective is open to students in 9th to12th grade)
This half year course is designed to demonstrate the relationship between Hip Hop and the internal and external
dynamics of the Afro-Latino community. The course will examine the origins of Hip Hop and how it is reflective
of the current political climates in the world where movements and conflicts are occurring. It will describe the Hip
Hop culture as a phenomenon that embodies economic, political, and social aspects capable of promoting positive
change throughout the world.

History Through Film (Course will not be offered in 2022-23) (1/2 credit)
(This elective is open to students in 9th to12th grade)
This course is open to sophomores, juniors, and seniors.  This course will use film to approach significant
problems in history. Students will be asked to rethink the relationships between "reality" and "representation" and
re-conceptualize the boundaries between history and film. The course will be arranged around the impact of the
individual in history. We will examine the presentations and portrayals of individuals in history through the
following, although not limited to, themes: slavery, genocide, the Cold War, waging secret war with an enemy,
heroism in combat, organized crime in America, and sports in America. For each theme students will view at least
two films and read corresponding articles. There will also be a research task on a topic of students' choice related
to history through film at the end of the semester.
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Civil Rights and Civic Awareness in the 20th and 21st Century (1/2 credit)
(This elective is open to students in 9th to 12th grade)
This course aims to engage and inform students about the evolution of civil rights and civic awareness in the
United States with a focus on the 20th and 21st century. It will review a variety of primary sources and secondary
sources that explore the movements towards freedom and equality that are still ongoing. For the United States to
form a ‘more perfect union’ students will understand where we have been, and where we are headed. As
Elizabeth Cady Stanton stated “The history of the past is but one long struggle upward to equality.” In this course
we will identify the struggles faced and the progress made in the quest for equality by traditionally marginalized
groups (Black, Latinx, Asian, women, LGBTQ, and people with disabilities).

Criminal Justice (1/2 credit)
(This elective is open to students in 9th to12th grade)
The purpose of this course is to provide students with an understanding of the law and legal system. It is a very
timely course as the role of the police in communities across the nation is at the forefront of the national news.
Students will learn a historic overview of the law, American law through the Constitution, criminal behavior,
causation of crime, types of crime, role of law enforcement agencies, and the role of the judiciary.

Advanced Criminal Justice: Investigative and Civil Law (1 credit)
(Prerequisite: This elective is open to students in 10th to12th grade that have taken and passed Criminal Justice)
This course will serve as a continuation for the foundational course of Criminal Justice. Students will delve deeper
into the law and its practical applications. Furthermore, students will conduct mock trials within the course to
better understand the court system.

Contemporary Issues Around the World (1 credit)
(This elective is open to students in 9th to12th grade)
This course is intended to foster critical awareness and greater understanding of key contemporary issues of the
21st century in various regions around the world. We will explore the culture, politics, and social issues in Africa,
Asia, Latin America, and the Caribbean. To this end, students will identify core problems and issues which affect
communities in these regions including climate change, pollution, social inequality, political instability,
modernization, urbanization, human trafficking, and social movements.
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Special Education
A continuum of programs and services is available for students with disabilities. Students with disabilities have
been designated as such through a comprehensive referral process that includes cognitive, psychological, and
academic testing. Determinations for special education services are made through the Committee on Special
Education (CSE). The CSE may decide to recommend that a student participate in related services or special
education programs, based on their specific strengths, needs, and goals.

Related Services: Many students with disabilities receive related services. Common related services include but
are not limited to: speech/language services, counseling, occupational therapy, physical therapy, assistive
technology services, vision services, and hearing services. These services are provided at school to assist the
student in accessing the general education curriculum.

Consultant Teacher Services: Direct and/or Indirect services for an individual student with a disability or to a
group of students with disabilities by a certified special education teacher to aid the student(s) within their general
education classroom (direct) or assist the general education teacher in adjusting the learning environment and/or
modifying his/her instructional methods to meet the individual needs of a student with a disability who attends the
general education class (indirect).

Resource Room: Resource Room provides specialized supplementary small group instruction. This supplementary
instruction, delivered in a maximum of a 5:1 student to teacher ratio, is provided in addition to the general
education or special education classroom instruction that the student receives. It is not provided in place of the
student’s regular instruction.

Integrated Co-Teaching Classes: Integrated Co-Teaching Services provide academic and specially designed
instruction in the general education setting to an integrated group of students. These classes contain students with
disabilities as well as general education students in an environment where collaborative teaching takes place
between a general education teacher and a special education teacher.

Special Class: Special class is a class consisting of students with disabilities who have been grouped together
because of similarity of individual needs for the purpose of receiving specially designed instruction in a
self-contained setting, meaning that such students are receiving their primary instruction separate from general
education setting with a small teacher-student ratio.

Support Services: School psychologists conduct evaluations as recommended by the CSE, provide support to
staff who are working with students with disabilities, develop behavior plans, chair CSE meetings and provide
crisis intervention counseling. School social workers also provide support to staff, develop behavior plans, counsel
students with disabilities and conduct social history reports with students’ families as needed.

General Education Population: School psychologists and social workers also work with the general high school
population. They provide crisis intervention services, counseling, parent/community outreach services and
programs and general support services to the high school community.
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Grading Regulations
The academic year is divided into four ten-week periods. The high school program includes course offerings of
40- and 20-week durations. The evaluation of students in their respective disciplines should carefully measure the
progress achieved by students within a given time period for the specific course. The evaluation practice should be
continuous, consisting of many and varied means to measure the student’s ability and performance in that area.
Criteria for determination of quarterly grades:
All teachers are required to grade students by means of a reasonable number of evaluations during each marking
period. These evaluations may include tests, projects, presentations, quizzes, homework, laboratories, reports,
voluntary assignments, and the like. The uses and frequencies of these techniques are contingent upon the subject
taught. A student illegally absent from a class at a time when he/she is being evaluated will receive zero (0) for
that evaluation. A student should be made fully aware of all assigned grades and marks within educationally sound
limitations.
Final and Mid-Term Examinations: Teachers will administer final examinations in all subject areas and many
will also offer mid-term examinations. These exams will makeup 20% of the students final course grade. In areas
where Regents examinations are offered, the Regents exam serves as the final examination. In the event that a
student is legally absent for a school mid-term or final examination, a make-up examination may be rescheduled
by the subject teacher. If it is not possible (continued illness extending past marking period), the final grade is
calculated by the average of the four quarterly marks. When a student is illegally absent from a final examination,
the principal shall be immediately notified, and the parent contacted. In this case, the final examination grade will
be calculated as a zero (0).
Regents Examinations: All Regents examinations of the New York State Department of Education and
appropriate to the offerings in the Walter G. O’Connell Copiague High School will be administered. Regents
Examinations are only offered in NYS in January, June, and August.
Transfer Student: All previous data and records concerning the student’s progress should be examined before a
quarterly or final grade is assigned. Teachers will confer with the guidance counselor in order to interpret data
received from previous schools.

Walter G. O’Connell Grade Conversion Table:
95 to 100 A+ 4.0
90 to 94 A 4.0
85 to 89 B+ 3.5
80 to 84 B 3.0
75 to 79 C+ 2.5
70 to 74 C 2.0
65 to 69 D 1.5

HONOR ROLL ELIGIBILITY: To be eligible for the Honor Roll a student must receive five (5) numerical
grades in credit bearing courses (excluding Physical Education). BOCES courses will count as three (3) of the
necessary numerical grades. A grade of Incomplete (I) disqualifies a student until the numerical grade is recorded.
A failure in any subject or a grade of Dropped Failure (DF) makes a student ineligible for the Honor Roll for that
marking period.

There are two distinct Honor Roll types:
First Honors- Average 90 – 100

Second Honors- Average 85 – 89.9

Promotional Standards
To 10th Grade- 5 credits
To 11th Grade- 10 credits
To 12th Grade- 15 credits


